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Abstract—The paper proposes a new concept in developing collaborative design system. The concept framework involves applying simulation of supply chain management to collaborative design called – 'SCM-Based Design Tool'. The system is developed particularly to support design activities and to integrate all facilities together. The system is aimed to increase design productivity and creativity. Therefore, designers and customers can collaborate by the system since conceptual design. JAG: Jewelry Art Generator based on artificial intelligence techniques is integrated into the system. Moreover, the proposed system can support users as decision tool and data propagation. The system covers raw material supply until product delivery. Data management and sharing information are visually supported to designers and customers via user interface. The system is developed on Web-assisted product development environment. The prototype system is presented for Thai jewelry industry as a system prototype demonstration, but applicable for other industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS Thai Gems and Jewelry Industry (TGJI) employs over one million workers in more than 800 companies, gains 130 billion Baht in the year 2006. TGJI has high potential in growing in the world market. To increase the potential in competitiveness, one of the most important issues that should be considered is “How to satisfy customers with the attractive designs in the short time?” We have found one important bottleneck in Thai jewelry industry, which appears in the design and model-making processes [1]. Jewelry designers deal with several considerations such as jewelry styles, customer classes, jewelry types, casting materials, gem types, and gem size, in order to balance beauty and functions of products. Creative design typically depends on knowledge, experiences, and perceptions of designers. Meanwhile, they consider and evaluate their designs in term of material used and manufacturing possibilities.

Supply chain management (SCM) has developed to offer more effective methodologies for various industries and businesses. SCM is a collaborative effort that combines many parties or processes in product life cycle from the use of raw materials to the stage that consumer purchases product.

Therefore, the goal of this research is to analyze and identify the fundamental elements or objects that are necessary for modeling supply chain framework used in collaborative design and manufacturing. The resulting analyses is to develop a SCM-based design tool integrated with an intelligence design system using in collaborative design and manufacturing to support jewelry designers’ activities and to increase efficiency in jewelry design and manufacturing.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Supply Chain Management

Several definitions of supply chain and SCM are presented by researchers and practitioners from various points of views. This paper summarizes here in the general concept of them, which can be applied to work in collaborative design and manufacturing.

Supply chain is a network of enterprises linking flows since raw material supply to final products and interacting to deliver/distribute products or services to end customers [2]. Other research defines the supply chain in the same context see in [3]. A streamlined SCM is the network of facilities and distribution options to support an association of vendors, suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and other trading partners. Effective management of supply chain systems can be achieved by identifying customer service requirements, determining inventory placement and levels, and creating effective policies and procedures for the coordination of supply chain activities. The coordination of logistics functions into the integrated supply chain systems has increased the need for improving the process quality.
Improving the quality of all supply chain processes results in reduced utilization, and improved process efficiency [4].

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is technologically said to be the backbone of SCM, because they both rely on very similar framework, such as intranet, extranet and electronic data interchange [5].

Rezayat propose the Enterprise-Web portal for life-cycle support, which enables integrated product, process, and protocols development [6]. He suggests Web-based electronic access to design and manufacturing information within the extended enterprise based on its universal interface, open standards, ease of use, and ubiquity. He recommends combining the distributed object standards with the Web standards and protocols to create the Object Web. He proposes combining the Object Web with an enterprise’s information authoring, and management systems to create the Enterprise-Web portal.

Rossetti and Chan present the design, development and testing of a prototype object-oriented framework for performing supply chain simulations [7]. They define the primary objects required for supply chain simulations and designs. Each of these objects is related to each other to form a supply chain network. They also discuss how persistence is handled for instantiating supply chain network simulations from a database.

Xiang, Chen and Havens present a collaborative design networks to represent collaborative design knowledge as multi-agent graphical models [8]. They propose a set of algorithms that allow agents to produce an overall optimal design by autonomous local evaluation of local designs. These algorithms can reduce the complexity exponentially from that of an exhaustive centralized design.

The web-based part library used in collaborative design, concurrent engineering, virtual enterprise and supply chain management system is developed [9]. The part library is integrated into CAD systems to share part/product data and information among enterprises. Thus it is necessary to develop system under standard data and systems.

A generic methodology to design production-distribution network of divergent process industry companies in multinational context is presented [10]. In this research, a mathematical programming model for mapping the industry manufacturing process onto potential production-distribution facility locations and capacity options is developed. A directed multi-graph of production and storage activities is applied to represent the industrial process.Associating one-to-many recipes to production activities is to model the divergent nature of the process. The divergent nature of the process is modeled by associating one-to-many recipes to each of its production activities. The manufacturing process is mapped onto the potential network nodes. The methodology is illustrated by applying it to the case of the softwood lumber industry.

B. Expert System

The successes of expert system (ES) appear in various researches, some of them are briefly described as follows.

An agent-based framework is applied to develop an expert system for concurrent product design and planning for assembly [11]. This intelligent system provides systematic assistance for assembly design and planning in the early stage of product development. Shelab and Abdalla present an intelligent knowledge-based system for modeling product cost [12]. They apply hybrid knowledge representation techniques such as production rules, frame, and object-oriented, to represent manufacturing knowledge. Fuzzy logic-based knowledge representation is applied to deal with uncertainty in the knowledge of cost model to generate reliable cost estimation.

CBR methods applied in an expert system for aided design during the ship design process are introduced [13]. CBR is used for solving problems related to databases and knowledge bases. The adaptation of solutions is the main concept in generating new design solutions. The calculation of ship’s similarity verified by fuzzy logic is used to search the existing cases in database.

An expert system is proposed as a solution to the empirical, heuristic and subjective nature of current art psychotherapy methods [14]. The framework of the expert system and its design, knowledge acquisition, representation methods, and modeling of human reasoning process of diagnosis are presented. The user interface is developed to assist non-experts to use the system.

Other application of expert system is presented in [15]. Customer requirement information system (CRIS) for machine tool manufacturers is developed based on the integration of rule-based fuzzy inference and expert systems. The proposed CRIS is used to support both customers and service personnel in providing a systematic way of fulfilling and analyzing customer requirements. The fuzzy inference is adopted to articulate the unclear parts of requirement wordings. CRIS applies expert systems to infer the root causes of problems and to advise an appropriate solution to those problems.

A computer-based design system that links between CAD tool and designer is developed, based on expert system and case-based reasoning (CBR) [1]. However, the mentioned tool still has limitations in jewelry design database and variety of jewelry designs. It depends on the development of knowledge base.

C. Evolutionary Art and Design

One of the possible ways for solving ES limitations is based on evolutionary design process. Evolutionary art and design system is an effective way to create attractive pieces of art, which possess very distinct styles but mostly non-functional. In evolutionary art system, evolutionary process works as a form generator by providing varieties of forms rather than an optimizer. As a result, designers can explore more design alternatives. During evolutionary process, the fitness functions that quantify aesthetics can be done by human evaluator or the
developed software. In addition, the evolutionary process should continuously generate the new art forms based on the individuals’ fitnesses from the previous generations. This can take advantage of evolution and form growth to improvement of shape generation.

There have been several researches in these areas, which are used in the creations of artistic forms and design applications, see examples in [16]-[26].

Wannarumon and Bohez propose a new evolutionary design approach to create the non-functional art forms for jewelry design [27]. The improvement of EA approach and the enhancement of the algorithmic aesthetics are presented in [28]. In this work, interactive evolutionary design system is proposed for user-centered jewelry design – JAG: Jewelry Art Generator. Art forms are modeled by using fractal geometry known as iterated function system (IFS).

The major elements in evolutionary algorithms in art and design are genotype, phenotype, genetic operator, fitness function and selection. The details of these elements can be found in [17].

Most of evolutionary art and design systems generate new forms based on the random initial populations. Each individual of population can be evaluated for its fitness by human artists or computers. Often, population size is less than ten individuals [17], which are then judged rapidly in each generation. User interfaces are usually designed to facilitate users to easily evaluate individuals’ fitnesses, rank or select individuals.

III. FRAME WORK OF SCM-BASED DESIGN TOOL

A. System Architecture: Overview

The main objective of this research is to develop a robust supply chain management system, which results the efficient, easy to maintain and reliable application. Therefore, the approach to construct the collaborative design and manufacturing network is based on Object-Oriented Modeling (OOM) [29], which represents the system domain down to the object level. The Object-Oriented System (OOS) is composed of several objects in several levels; and these objects have relationships and interactions with other objects. The hierarchy of objects is built by organizing the OOS by classes. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a set of OOM notations standardized by the Object Management Group [30]. UML enables to depict the supply chain system like a particular domain in OOM.

The system is created based on Web platform to support communications, collaborations and sharing data/information among users in the supply chain. The activities within the framework are viewed as dynamic actions that make up as a dynamic system. In the enterprise, the facilities are integrated with PDM/ERP packages. The enterprise is extended to outside clients by supply chain management concepts. These are to construct the collaborative environments. CAD and PDM systems are utilized in the design stage, where designer and customer collaborate to achieve the desire solutions via Web support. The Web-based integration of collaborative design and manufacturing network is shown in Fig. 1 and its system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1 Web-based integration for collaborative design & extended enterprise network space](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration</th>
<th>Product Data &amp; Information</th>
<th>Workflow &amp; Access Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client Side</td>
<td>Outside Enterprise: Customer, Supplier</td>
<td>Inside Enterprise: Designer, Model Maker, Manufacturing Unit, Inspection Unit, Shipping Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Side</td>
<td>Internet (HTML/XML, Java/XAML)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2 System architecture of collaborative design & manufacturing system](image2)

Data repository is accessed and utilized by inside and outside clients. The data flow at work is dynamic to fulfill decision making and to propagate to the requests. The Web-based tool provides secure, reliability and easy-to-access, and multiple access methods.

B. Object-Oriented Modeling: A Prototype

Design and manufacturing processes are analyzed and classified to present classes within the supply chain network. In our framework, it consists of 24 classes, which are set up based on their attributes and operation, see Table I.
There exist 7 classes that represent the facilities within the supply chain simulation framework: CADSystem, DesignSystem, InspectionUnit, ManufacturingUnit, Model-MakingUnit, PackagingUnit, and WarehouseCenter. The major roles of facilities are supporting services, manufacturing products, distributing and delivering products/services to customers. RelationshipNetwork is defined as a complex system that represents the interconnected network nodes. Such nodes exchange and share data and information. They also carry on materials and work-in-process through the facilities until finishing the products and shipping. A Relationship connects 2 nodes and specifies the possible flow of information between them. A Node represents a facility in the framework. Customer, Designer, Model-Maker, and Supplier are classified as actors in the supply chain framework.

The object-oriented model is subdivided into 3 sub-models, which assemble into the entire picture of framework. The UML sequence diagram is employed to illustrate the flow of data, information, material and WIP along the entire framework.

1) Designer–Customer Interaction

In this research, DesignSystem is utilized to act as a center that communicates with other associating facilities. Firstly, it is introduction of the UML sequence diagram of Designer–Customer Interaction (see Fig. 3) that represents the flow of order and design information since customer interacts with the enterprise’s system via DesignSystem. In this stage, customers can communicate what they preferences are. Designer can assist customers to sketch their ideas on the electronic board through assisting of JAG Jewelry Art Generator, which was developed by Wannarumon and Bohez [28], and CADSystem. The end of this session results the final design that is ready to produce, Bill of Material (BOM), the order confirmation from customer. Then the resulting design is sent to the next stage to make its model.

![Fig. 3 UML sequence diagram of designer–customer interaction](image)

2) Design System–Associating Inside Enterprise Facility Interactions

The customer-based design with the generated order information are concurrently initialized the second and third sub-models, see Fig. 4. In the second sub-model, the jewelry model is made by a model-maker. The model may be made from wax, silver, copper or brass. The production order and

![Fig. 4 UML sequence diagram of design system – associating inside enterprise facility interactions](image)
the model are launched to the ManufacturingUnit to produce the jewelry products. After finishing production, the products are inspected following the customer requirement quality level. The qualified product are packed and shipped delivered to customer.

3) Design System–Outside Enterprise Facility Interactions
The third sub-model consists of two interconnections: suppliers and customer, to confirm the raw material and order, see Fig. 5. BOM is generated by DesignSystem, Model-Making and ManufacturingUnit and then sent to Supplier. Supplier sends the feedback to the system to confirm delivery of the required materials. The system estimates the production lead time and confirm the due date to Customer.

IV. Collaborative Design Engine
The concepts of expert system and evolutionary algorithm are applied to outline the approach for generating jewelry art forms. Our design system – ‘JAG: Jewelry Art Generator’ is aimed to increase both diversity and productivity of art forms during jewelry design process. The design engine architecture is illustrated in Fig. 6.

JAG is placed in the CAD system stage, which designers and customers can use in the design process via a user interface.

The proposed algorithmic design consists of ‘designer interface’, which supports designers to easily collaborate with the system and input their ideas and styles into the system; ‘design generating algorithm’, which derived from EA and ES, the design generating algorithm is used for creating new design alternatives regarding to the designer’s preferences and styles; ‘design evaluating algorithm’ for quantifying the morphology and aesthetics of art forms; ‘automatic model making’ that is a linkage between jewelry design to model-making stage, it connects the design system JAG to the computer numerical controlled (CNC) machine and rapid prototyping (RP) machine for manufacturing jewelry hard models directly from the design stage, these jewelry models are further used in production process. More details of JAG can be found in [28].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Development of Web-Based Design Tool
The Web-based system can be constructed in many ways depending on the user requirements and construction difficulties. Under our system architecture, the prototype is developed based on VRML, which is the Internet standard for communicating rich 3D data. VRML provides rich capacities in interaction, navigation, and hyperlink to multimedia and HTML files. The Web-based design tool is considered as a future trend in product development at the extended enterprise level.

Due to well-defined semantics, UML is selected to assist to model the framework of Object-Oriented Supply Chain Simulation for collaborative design. UML provides a clarified spectrum of notations for representing different aspects of the system.

At the extended enterprise level, customers and suppliers can easily connect and interact with the enterprise. The inside-enterprise users also can connect to other users concurrently throughout the development cycle. These activities need Knowledge-Based product development to act as a backbone of the system.

B. Collaborative Design System
The proposed design system facilitates designers to easily generate the initial sketches of designs based on their preferences and signatures. It also helps in communication among the design team. The system assists an enterprise to integrate the raw material preparation, design, model-making, manufacturing, quality control, and shipping stages. Therefore, the design system can support concurrent works and shorten time in process.

The mechanisms that drive the system to generate and evaluate the jewelry designs are hidden under the designer interface. The designer interface is the outer shell that a designer can communicate and collaborate with the system via the user-friendly interactions. JAG: Jewelry Art Generator opens for jewelry designers and customers to create new jewelry ring designs by various methods.

Designers can start their designs by providing customer requirements and design requirements such as general geometric-shape attributes and material used to the system.
For the geometric shapes, the symmetrical shapes are such as mirror symmetry, rotational symmetry, logarithmic spiral symmetry, others are asymmetrical shapes, complex shapes, and simple shapes. For example, if a designer favors on the symmetrical shapes, and selected the type of symmetry as logarithmic spiral, and also the complex shapes, then the system automatically generates a set of new jewelry ring designs. As well as he can explore other sets of alternatives.

The system offers designers to link to CAD system, and then they can modify the favorite design using CAD software. Designers can collect the resulting jewelry ring design in their own design libraries, and make hard prototypes of the design directly by CNC milling or RP machine.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this research, SCM play the key role to link design stage to the other stages in the entire process including customers and suppliers. The prototype is developed based on Object-Oriented Modeling by using the Unified Modeling Language. The primary entities required for supply chain simulations is represented via UML use case diagrams and sequence diagram for illustrating relationships and interactions among these entities and for describing the flow of activities in the entire process. The results indicate that the framework can easily model the simple circumstances. This simple scenario can be easily expanded to include multiple products and multi echelons. JAG: Jewelry ART Generator based on ES and EA is integrated into the SCM-based design tool for supporting the design activities. The proposed system can reduce processing time in design and manufacturing. This SCM-based design tool then can be viewed as one of the solvers in the design bottleneck.

For further work, the system prototype is being developed with greater details to simulate the framework closer to the real scenario. The efficiency of the simulation will be increased by using multi-agent concept. The improvement of design-evaluating algorithm in JAG involves manufacturability, designer's individual style, and color.
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